ABSTRACT. We reconcile various authors' different definitions of smoothness. Also we give direct proofs and some new formulations of standard results about smoothness. Often hypotheses are weakened, and many examples are given to show the necessity of our hypotheses. Finally, we correct errors published in two standard references [EGA, Mu].
It is obvious that a map of affine schemes Spec B --+ Spec R is formally smooth if and only if B is a formally smooth R-algebra, when each ring is given the discrete topology. The definition of a map of schemes to be formally smooth corresponds exactly, with the same trivial adjustment to j2 = 0, to that of our quasi-smooth which we will define in Section 3. The terms formally unramified and formally 6tale will be discussed in Remark 3.5.
The diagram above bears a striking resemblance to the homotopy lifting property from topology, which, let us recall, is defined as follows [Spn] . 
B~--~F y xI
The continuous map p : E ~ B is said to be afibration (or a Hurewiczfiber space) if it has the homotopy lifting property for all spaces Y. So formal smoothness is a close analogue to the earlier concept of a topological fibration. With this interpretation, the desired map Spec C ~ X is thought of as a lift of Spec C ~ S. This is somewhat unsatisfactory, however, especially when the base scheme S is simply a one point space Spec k, for k a field.
For a different geometric interpretation of formal smoothness, we can think of Spec C ~ X as an extension of Spec C/J ~ X to a larger domain, since Spec C/J is a closed subscheme of Spec C. Let us recall that if J C C is a nilpotent ideal, then Spec C is identical as a topological space to its closed subscheme Spec C/J, and we think of Spec C as a "thickening" of Spec C/J. (In fact, both are thickened from the reduced scheme Spec C/nil C.) So a map of schemes X -~ S is formally smooth if every map Spec C/J --~ X of schemes over S can be extended to a map Spec C -~ X from such a thickening.
In the case of affine schemes X = Spec B and S ---Spec R, we can push this interpretation further. Consider embedding Spec B as a closed subscheme of Spec R[Xx] (which we think of as an affine n-space over Spec R), say Spec B = Spec R[X~]/I. By Remark 2.6, such an embedding always exists, provided that we allow an infinite number of variables. Then by Lemma 2.5, Spec B -~ Spec R is formally smooth if and only if the indicated map in the following commutative diagram exists, where the top map is our chosen isomorphism and the right hand map is inclusion of a closed subscheme.
Spec B < Spec R[Xx]/I

Spec R < Spec R[X~]/I 2
Now, we think of Spec R[X~]/I 2 as a thickening of Spec B in the ambient "aNne n-space over Spee R." So Spec B --+ Spee R will be formally smooth exactly when there exists a map from this thickening to Spee B itself such that when this map follows the inclusion of Spee B in its thickening, we get the identity. That is, given a map X -+ S of affine schemes and any closed embedding of X in an "affine n-space over S," X --4 S is formally smooth if and only if X is a retract of a particular thickening in this embedding, that is, the inclusion map has a left inverse.
Grothendieck's algebraic and geometric definitions of formal smoothness replaced the concept of absolutely simple points, and this new concept has become one important standard by which maps of rings or schemes are judged "nice." A large problem, however, is that many authors use quite different definitions of smoothness and fail to show equivalence to other definitions. Another difficulty is that authors have lacked uniformity in the terminology for smoothness, somewhat similar to the confusion we have already seen among the terms regular, simple, and absolutely simple. (Because they seem the least ambiguous, we use Swan's terms [Sw] quasi-smooth, essentially smooth, and smooth, which we introduce in Sections 2, 3, 7, and 8.) One aim of this paper, which we will accomplish in Section 8, is to prove equivalence of various definitions and to clarify the terminology in a variety of standard resources [EGA, AK, H, Matl, Mat2, Mu, F, Sw] . Additionally in this paper we will generalize results, weaken hypotheses, provide numerous examples, and correct two previously published errors.
In Section 2 and Section 3, we will give general results on quasi-smoothness of maps offings and maps of schemes, respectively. In each following section, we get progressively stronger results by restricting the class of maps which we consider.
In Section 4, we introduce a fairly weak restriction on the module or sheaf of differentials. At this level of generality we prove most results on the local nature of quasi-smoothness. In Section 5, we reduce to quasi-smoothness of fibers using a more restrictive condition which we call conormally finite. This condition first appeared, unnamed, in [EGA, 0rv.22.6.4] , and it is only at this level that Grothendieck proves one way in which smoothness is local [EGA, 0iv.22.6.6] . He proves another result on the local nature of quasi-smoothness in [EGA, IV. 17.1.6 ], but uses an unstated hypothesis which is stronger than our condition in Section 4. We discuss this in detail at the end of Section 4, where we also pose several open questions.
In Section 6, we prove the lacobian Criterion and calculate the quasi-smooth locus. Section 7 deals with essentially finitely presented maps, and we connect essential smoothness to flatness and regular sequences. For Noetherian rings, it is also at this level of generality that we relate essential smoothness to dimension and regular rings, Finally, in addition to clarifying definitions and terminology, in Section 8 we examine finitely presented maps and relate smoothness to equidimensional fibers. This section concludes with a correction of a theorem in Mumford's Red Book of Varieties and Schemes [Mu] .
We assume that all rings are commutative with unit. Unless stated, we do not assume that rings, local or otherwise, are Noetherian, that schemes are Noetherian or separated, or that points of a scheme are closed. If p C_ R is a prime ideal, n(p) denotes the residue field Rp/pRp. Similarly, for X a scheme and x E X, k(x) denotes the residue field of the local ring at :r.
We say a map of local rings R -+ B is local if the maximal ideal of R is the preimage of the maximal ideal of B. For an affine scheme Spec A, a distinguished open set means an open set of the form Spec Aa. We say a map of modules f : M --+ N is a split injection if there is a module map g : N --4 M such that gf = 1M, i.e. f is the inclusion of a direct summand.
When we use the notation R [Xx] , we mean a polynomial ring in a possibly infinite number of variables, whereas R[Xi] means only finitely many variables. The notation @~ B dXx means the free B-module with the set of symbols {dX~} as basis. When we say a map is a lift, it must be a homomorphism of rings or schemes which makes the appropriate diagram commute.
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QUASI-SMOOTH MAPS OF RINGS Definition 2.1. We say a map of rings R ~ B is quasi-smooth (or B is a quasi-smooth Ralgebra) if for every R-algebra C, ideal J C_ C with j2 = O, and every R-algebra map B --+ C/J, there exists a lift to an R-algebra map B --+ C. That is, R --+ B is quasi-smooth if the indicated lift exists in all commutative diagrams such as the following, when ju = O. B
,.C/J 'l \\ ~k ",l R >C
As we have mentioned, this definition, and those for "smooth" and "essentially smooth" which we will give in Section 7, follow the teiTninology of Swan [Sw] ; for a comparison to other authors' definitions of smoothness, see Section 8. Some results such as the Jacobi-Zariski Sequence (which generalizes the "fundamental exact sequences") are not used in this paper, and will not be proved here, since they are presented clearly in [Sw] .
We begin with Proposition 2.2, which lists several standard facts that follow immediately from the above definition. For (4), use Lemma 2.3. The proofs are left to the reader, or see [EGA] , [Marl] , or [Mat2] . These facts will be used without further reference.
Proposition 2.2. (1) A polynomial extension R ---> R[Xx] is quasi-smooth. (2) The composition of quasi-smooth maps is quasi-smooth. (3) If R -+ t3 is quasi:smooth and R --> R' is any map, then the base change R' -+ 13 ® R R' is quasi-smooth. (4) For S C_ R a multiplicative set, R --~ Rs is quasi-smooth. Lemma 2.3. If C is a ring and J C C an ideal which lies inside the Jacobson radical, then an element of C is a unit if and only if its image in C / J is a unit.
Proposition 2.4. Suppose we have a map R -+ B with B local. Let p C R be the inverse image of the maximal ideal of B. Then R --+ B is quasi-smooth if and only if Rp --~ B is quasi-smooth.
Proof. "If" follows from Proposition 2.2(4),(2). "Only if" follows directly from the definition of quasi-smooth, since an R-algebra map of Rp-algebras is automatically an Rp-algebra map. [] The following lemma allows us to prove a map is quasi-smooth by checking that only one particular map has a lift. Lemma 2.5.
Suppose we have a map R --+ A and I C_ A an ideal. If R --+ A/ I is quasi-smooth, then there exists a lift as indicated in the following diagram, where the top map is the identity. Conversely, if such a lift exists and R --+ A is quasi-smooth, then R --+ A/I is quasi-smooth.
Example 2.7. An R-module M is projective iff R --+ Sym~ M is quasi-smooth. Let M = F/N with F a free R-module, and let I c Sym~ F be the ideal generated by N _c Sym I F, so that (Sym~ F)/I = Sym~ M. Being a polynomial extension, R --+ Sym~ F is quasi-smooth. By Lemma 2.5, R ~ Sym~ M is quasi-smooth iff there is an R-algebra map Sym~ M ~ (Sym~ F)/I 2 such that the following composition equals the identity map:
If such a lift exists, then using inclusion of and projection to degree 1, we get the following R-module map: M '-+ Sym~ M ~ (Sym~ F)/I 2 ~ F. This map gives us a splitting to show that F -M $ N; so M is projective. Conversely, if M is projective, such a splitting M ¢-~ F induces the desired lift: Sym~ M --+ Sym~ F ~ (Sym~ F)/I 2.
Although quasi-smoothness looks for the existence of a lifting map, it will be useful to look at all such lifting maps, for which we have the following result. (
1) For all a E A, f(a) E J. (2) lf a E A is in the image of R, f(a) = O. (3) Forall al, a2 E A, f(al + as) = f(al) + f(a2). (4) For all ax, a2 E A, f(ala2) = a~f(a2) + a2f(al). In (4), we use the A-module structure on the C/J-module J which is induced by the given map A --+ C/J.
Proof. As maps of sets only, 0 -f makes the above diagram commute iff (1) and (2) hold; note that (2) automatically implies (9 -f)(1) = 1. Also 0 -f will be a homomorphism of abelian groups iff (3) holds. So we see that 0 -f is a lift as desired iff we have (1), (2), (3), and a2) . Since j2 = 0,/(al)f(a2) = 0; and 0 induces the same A-module structure on J as described in the statement of the proposition. Thus, this last condition is equivalent to (4).
[] A map f satisfying conditions (2), (3), and (4) in Proposition 2.8 is known as an R-derivation of A. These conditions motivate the following definition.
Definition 2.9. Let R ~ A be map of rings. We define f2A/•, the module of differentials, to be the A-module generated by the set of symbols {da : a E A} with the following relations.
• Ifa E A is in the image of R, da = O.
• For all al, a2 E A, d(al + a2) 
Remarks 2.10.
(1) For r E R and a E A, d(ra) = rda; for n > 2, d(a n) = na ~-lda; and ifb E A is a unit, d~ -bda-adbb2
(2) If a E A is idempotent, then in f2A/R, da = 0. Indeed, use (1) for the third equality: HOmA(f2A/R, J) = Homc/j(f~A/R ®A C/J, J) and those f such that/9 -f is a lift. In such a case, it will be convenient to use f to indicate both a map f~A/n ®A C/J --+ J and its corresponding map of sets A --+ J. (Induct on the complexity of F.) The inverse to our map above will be the A-module map f2A/R -+ @~ A dX~ defined by dF ~-+ ~ ~ dX~. This map is well defined since it is zero on the relations of ~'~A/R, using properties of partial derivatives.
Example 2.12. For A ~ = A ®R R', f~A,/n' = f2A/R @A A'.
For A and R' any R-algebras, by mapping d(a ® 1) and (da) ® 1 to one another, we define mutually inverse A'-module maps showing ~'~A'/R' = ~'~A/R ®R Rt, and the latter module equals ~A/R ®A A'. Example 2.13. f2As/a = (flA/n)s.
Let A be an R-algebra and S _C A a multiplicative set. Mapping da ~ d~ gives an Asmodule map (ftA/R)S ~ ~As/R. From the final equation of Remark 2.10(1), the inverse to this map should be the As-module map given by d~ ~-+ sd~d______~,, and we only need to verify this map is well defined. On the generators d~ of ~-~As/R it is well defined,
which is the image of d~. As for the relations on ~-~As/R, clearly (s~,)2 this map vanishes on d~ for a in the image of R. [Sw, Theorem 3.4] where, after defining the module FB/R, it is proved that R ~ B is quasi-smooth iff f~B/R is projective and FB/R = O. Merely having f~B/R projective certainly does not show R -+ B is quasi-smooth. Indeed, in the following example, take I C R any ideal with 1 5~ 12, since clearly f~(R/Z)/R = 0 is projective. To define a sheaf of differentials which generalizes our module of differentials, we will use the following lemma. [Matl, 38.E] , [Mat2, p. 193] , [AK, (VI, 3.1 and 3. 3)], [EGA, 0w.19.10.2] , and [Sw, p. 136] . Corollary 3.6. 
Lemma 3.2. For a map of rings R --," A, let T C R and S C_
THE LOCAL NATURE OF QUASI-SMOOTHNESS
In this section we will look at the local nature of quasi-smoothness. Local can mean at points--prime ideals--for which we will have Theorem 4.7 (affine) and Corollary 4.13 (nonaffine), or local can mean on open sets, for which we prove Theorem 4.11 (non-affine) and Corollary 4.12 (affine). Also see Proposition 5.4.
If B is an R-algebra, we can get many results if f2B/• is a finitely presented B-module by using the following well known result, which can be found in [Mat2, Theorem 7.11] Any free module is certainly the sum of free modules of rank l, from which we conclude that a projective module is sum finitely presented. More generally, see 
) For all maximal ideals gJt C_ B, we have that f ®B B~ is in the image of the induced map Hom~ (M~, Y~) 4 Hom~ (M~, Z~). (2) For some faithfully fiat B-algebra B', we have that f ®B B' is in the image of the induced map HomB, (M NB B', Y NB B') 4 Homs, (M ®B B', Z ®B B').
Proof. For fixed 9 : Y --+ Z, the hypotheses and conclusion hold for every f~ : M~ --+ Z iff they hold for @ fa : • M~ -+ Z. Also, the hypotheses and conclusion trivially hold if f is the zero map. Therefore, replacing f : M ~ Z by f @ 0 : M ~ M r ~ Z, we may assume M is the direct sum of finitely presented modules. But verifying the conclusion separately for each direct summand, without loss of generality, M is finitely presented. We will use the following lemma several times. In our applications, Tor~(A/I, R') -=-0 will be satisfied in some cases when R --+ A/I is flat and in other cases when R --+ R' is fiat.
Lemma 4.5. Let A and R' be R-algebras, I C_ A an ideal, A' --A ®R R', and I' = IA'. If TorR(A/I, R') = O, then the canonical surjections I ®R R' --, I' and I/I 2 ®R R' --~ 1'/(1') 2 are isomorphisms.
Proof. The sequence 0 --+ ! --+ A --+ A/I -+ 0 is exact, and tensoring with R', so is the following: 0 --+ I ®R R' --+ A' --+ A'/I' --+ O, where the first zero is Tor~(A/I, RI). Thus I ®R R' ~ I'. Furthermore, Ill 2 ®R R' is the cokemel of 12 ®R R' --+ I ®R R', but the image of this map in I ®R
[]
Proposition 4.6. Let R --+ B be a map such that f~B/R is a sum finitely presented B-module.
Then either of the following conditions is sufficient to show that R --+ B is quasi-smooth. (1) R --+ B~ is quasi-smooth for all maximal ideals ffJt C_ B. (2) R' -+ B ®R R' is quasi-smooth for some faithfuUy flat R-algebra R'.
Proof Write dB,/R,. The latter map is a split injection by Theorem 2.17, and the former is an isomorphism by Lemma 4.5. Therefore d ®B B' is a split injection, and we apply Lemma 4.4 to get that d is a split injection.
[] The following result shows how affine quasi-smoothness is local, in the sense of looking at points, that is, local rings. This extends [EGA, 0w.22.6 .6], which only proves equivalence for R --+ B conorrnally finite. (See our definition in Section 5.) Theorem 4.7.
For a map of rings R -+ B, consider the following conditions. (a) R -+ B is quasi-smooth. (b) For all maximal ideals m C_ R, t~ --+ Br~ is quasi-smooth. (c) For all maximal ideals 93~ C_ B, R --+ B~ is quasi-smooth. (d) For all maximal ideals 9Jr C_ B with p = 99t N R, Rp ~ Bgn is quasi-smooth.
Then we have (a)=>(b)~(c)C:~(d), and if f2e/R is sum finitely presented, then all of the conditions are equivalent.
Proof (a)~(b) is a change of base; use Proposition 2.4 for (c)¢*(d). For (b)~(d), let 99I ___ B be maximal with p = 93t N R, and let rn _ R be a maximal ideal containing p. By assumption, Rm --+ Bm is quasi-smooth. Composing with the localization Bra ~ Bg~, we get that Rm ~ B~ is quasi-smooth, and then we apply Proposition 2.4, to conclude that R~ --+ B~ is quasi-smooth. Finally, if f~B/n is sum finitely presented, then Proposition 4.6(1) gives (c)~(a).
In the following example we define ring maps R --+ R A --+ B with the following properties. First, R ¢ --+ Bp is quasi-smooth for all prime ideals p C R A, but R A --+ B is not quasi-smooth. This shows that (b) does not imply (a) in Theorem 4.7. Also we show that (c) does not imply (b), because R --+ B~ is quasi-smooth for all prime ideals ~ C_ /3, but for all prime ideals P0 c_ R, Rp0 ~ Bp0 is not quasi-smooth. In these examples, the key point is to have a module of differentials which is not projective, but yet is projective at every prime ideal of B. We could use the ring of [AB, Exercise 4, , but the important point of that ring is that it has infinitely many idempotents, an idea we exploit in the following example. Since their product is zero, one of them is in the maximal ideal, which makes the other a unit, which in turn makes the original one zero. So a = 0 or 1.) So as an R-algebra, R~ is a localization of R, and R ---r R~ is thus quasi-smooth. Therefore R --+ R h is quasi-smooth by Theorem 4.7.
Let a C_ R h be the ideal generated by all the X~. For a prime ideal p C_ R A, ap = 0 iff p _D a, and otherwise %= R~. Taking a single Being the cokemel of dR^V]/RA,aY f213/R^ =~ BlaB. If BlaB were a projective module, then B ~ aB@B/aB, and aB would be principal. But in the map B --+ B/YB = R A, we have aB ~ a. Since a is not even finitely generated, we conclude that f~B/RA is not a projective module. Also, by Remark 2.10(2), f~e/n^ = f2B/n, so neither R --+ B nor R h ~ B is quasismooth by Corollary 2.19. If P0 C_ R is a prime ideal, then repeating this construction for R = Rp0 gives that R~0 --+ Bpo is not quasi-smooth. This completes what we wanted to prove in this example. For later use in Example 5.6, let p _C R A be a prime ideal containing a. Note that although ap = 0, nonetheless a, ~ 0 for all s E R A -p, because choosing some Xx o which does not appear in s, we have X~ 0 ¢ 0 in Rs A. Now let us look at how quasi-smoothness is local, in the sense of open sets. In this case, we will begin by looking at non-affine schemes. Similar to Theorem 4.7 where we required f~B/n to be sum finitely presented, we will use in the non-affine case a similar condition on f~x/s, for which we make the following definitions.
Definition 4.9. Let X be a scheme and ~ a sheaf of 6x-modules. As in [EGA, 01.5 Note that every finitely presented sheaf is a priori quasi-coherent, and that direct sums and direct summands of quasi-coherent sheaves are quasi-coherent [EGA, 0~.5.1.3 and I. 1.4.1]. In particular, a sum finitely presented sheaf is quasi-coherent.
Recall that on an affine scheme Z = Spec A, with lA = {Spec A~ } a finite open cover by distinguished open sets, all Cech cohomology groups I~IP(£[, ~f') are zero for p > 1, if ~f~ is a quasi-coherent sheaf of @z-modules. (See [H] to define Cech cohomology and [EGA, III.1.2.4] for this result.) We will weaken the hypothesis that ~ is quasi-coherent, because we need this result for ~ = d'~Omoz (~, fg) . Note that JY'omaz (~', re) is quasi-coherent if ~" is finitely presented and f~ is quasi-coherent [EGA, 1.9.1.1]. (It is not hard to see that ~Y'omoz (~, f¢) fails to be quasi-coherent even for ~" free of infinite rank.) We will need the following result forp= 1. (1) f2x/s is a sum finitely presented sheaf (2) f2x/s is the direct sum of sheaves of finite type.
Suppose we have pairs of open sets Xa C X and Sa C_ S such that for every a, f(Xa) C Sa and the restriction f [x~ : X~ --+ So is quasi-smooth. If the Xa cover X, then f is quasi-smooth.
Proof First we show (1). Suppose we have a commutative diagram as follows, where Y is affine and Y' C_ Y is a closed subscheme defined by a sheaf of ideals ~¢" with a¢ "~ = 0. To show f quasi-smooth, it suffices to find a lift as indicated. []
Corollary 4.12. Let R -4 B be a map of rings such that we have one of the following conditions. (1) f2n/n is a sum finitely presented B-module. (2) f~B/n is the direct sum of finitely generated B-modules. Suppose bl,... , b~ are elements of B which generate the unit ideal. If all R -4 Bb~ are quasismooth, then R -4 B is quasi-smooth.
This corollary follows directly from Theorem 4.11, although (1) is also a consequence of Theorem 4.7. Note that in Theorem 4.7, we can not substitute the hypothesis that f~B/a is the direct sum of finitely generated B-modules, because in Example 4.8, our modules of differentials were generated by a single element. Thus we see one difference between looking at the local nature of quasi-smoothness in terms of points (prime ideals) and of open sets. Having looked at quasi-smoothness for non-affine schemes, we now prove non-affine versions of Theorem 4.7 and Proposition 4.6(2). Corollary 4.
For a map of schemes X -4 S consider the following conditions. (a) X -4 S is quasi-smooth. (b) For all closed points s E S, X X s Spec O's,s -4 Spec ~s,s is quasi-smooth. (c) For all closed points x E X, Spec 6x,, -4 S is quasi-smooth. (d) For all closed points x E X, if s E S is its image, then Spec tTx,, -4 Spec @s,~ is quasismooth. Then we have (a)~(b)~(c)c*(d), and if f2x/s is sum finitely presented, then all of the conditions are equivalent.
Proof (a)~(b) is a change of base. To show (b)=~(c)c*(d), find an affine neighborhood of x which maps into an affine neighborhood of its image s E S, and then apply Theorem 4.7. If f~x/s is sum finitely presented, then we get (d)=~(a) by using Theorem 4.11 to reduce to a map of affine schemes; then apply Theorem 4.7.
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Let X and S' be schemes over S with f2x/s sum finitely presented and S' --+ S flat and surjective. Then X × s S t --+ S' is quasi-smooth if and only if X -+ S is quasi-smooth.
Proof Since "if" is simply a base change, suppose X ×s S I ~ S' is quasi-smooth. Let an arbitrary x E X have image s E S. We now look at which hypotheses are necessary in the results of this section. Our sharpest result is Theorem 4.7, the affine case of quasi-smoothness at points, where we required f2B/n to be sum finitely presented in order to show R -+ B quasi-smooth. Not only did we see in Example 4.8 that the conclusions can fail in the absence of this hypothesis, but this hypothesis is necessary by Corollary 2.19: if R ~ B is quasi-smooth, then f2B/R is projective, and thus sum finitely presented. On the other hand, in Corollary 4.13, the non-affine version of this result, it is open whether f~x/s must be sum finitely presented. That is, for X --+ S quasi-smooth, it is unclear whether f2x/s is globally a direct summand of a sum of finitely presented sheaves.
When we looked at quasi-smoothness over open covers, in our affine result, Corollary 4.12, condition (1) is necessary by Corollary 2.19, just as above; but it is open whether (2) is also necessary. If it were not, f~B/R would be a non-finitely generated projective module which is not the direct sum of finitely generated modules. This can not happen if B is Noetherian [B, Corollary 4.4] .
Finally, we consider non-affine quasi-smoothness, where local means over open sets. In [EGA, IV.17.1.6], Grothendieck gives the following proposition. (For consistency we use the term quasi-smooth rather than Grothendieck's equivalent formally smooth.) Let f : X --+ S be a map of schemes. Suppose we have an open cover Xo of X [resp. S~ of S] such that all Xo --+ S [resp. all f-l(S~) ~ S~] are quasi-smooth. Then X --+ 5' is quasi-smooth. There is an error, however, because by closely examining Grothendieck's proof, we see he uses one additional hypothesis, namely that the sheaf f~x/s is finitely presented. Indeed, this hypothesis is needed when he applies Proposition IV. 16.5.17. (Also see Corollary IV. 16.5.18.) We generalized this proof to get Theorem 4.11, which weakens the hypothesis on f2x/s in two ways. However, let us ask whether hypotheses (1) and (2) are superfluous in Theorem 4.11, which is equivalent to whether [EGA, IV. 17 We also ask if the condition of sum finitely presented can be dropped in Corollary 4.14. Open Question 4.18. Suppose X and S' are schemes over S with S' --+ S flat and surjective.
If X X s S' --+ S' is quasi-smooth, then is X --+ S quasi-smooth?
Finally, just as Open Question 4.16 is equivalent to the affine case of Open Question 4.15, the following is equivalent to the affine case of Open Question 4.18. (The parallel argument to show equivalence requires Remark 2.15(1) and Lemma 4.5 in order to show dra[xxl/n injective.) Also, similar to Open Question 4.16, the following has an affirmative answer for M sum finitely presented, by Lemma 4.3.
Open Question 4.19. Suppose M is an R-module and R --+ R' is faithfully flat. If M ®n R' is a projective R'-module, is M a projective R-module ?
Note that Open Question 4.16 is the special case of Open Question 4.19 with R' = @ Rr~. Proof Say Q ~ P is a free module. Then Q ~ coker f is a quotient of a free module by a finitely generated submodule. Such a submodule lies in a direct summand which is generated by finitely many basis elements of the free module. So we see Q @ coker f is the direct sum of a single finitely presented module and free modules of rank 1. This shows (1). For (2), It is easy to see that for any module N", a map g : N --+ N' is a split injection if and only if g @ 0 : N --+ N' @ N" is a split injection. Applying this one time on both hypothesis and conclusion, we replace P by Q G P, and thus assume P is free. Then the image of M is contained in a direct summand of P which is free of finite rank, so applying this once again, we assume P itself is free of finite rank. Now find Sl E S and h : P~z "-+ M~I such that Here is a result which, like Lemma 5.3, looks at a map from a finitely generated module into a projective one, and therefore will be useful in studying conormally finite maps. For a proof, see [Matl, Lemma 2 
WHEN R ~ B IS CONORMALLY FINITE
. Let 9 : M -+ P be a B-module map with M finitely generated and P projective. For an ideal I C_ B contained in the Jacobson radical rad B, 9 is a split injection if and only if9 ®B B / I is a split injection. Lemma 5.8, Let R --+ B be conormallyfinite, say R --+ A is quasi-smooth and B = A/I with I/I 2 finitely generated. Suppose a C_ R is an ideal such that aBc rad B. Let "bar" denote reducing modulo a. Then R -+ B is quasi-smooth if and only if R -+ B is quasi-smooth and the canonical surjection I / I 2 ® R R ~ I / I 2 is an isomorphism.
Proof The following diagram commutes by Remark 2.15(1). 
I/I 2 ®s -B > (~'~A/R ®A B) ®B B
. Suppose R -+ B is conormally finite and a c_ R is an ideal such that aB C_ rad B. Let "bar" denote reducing modulo a. If Tornl (B,-R) = 0 and-R --+ -B is quasi-smooth, then R -+ B is quasi-smooth.
Proof Apply Lemma 4.5 and Lemma 5.8. V1
The following example shows that the condition of conorrnally finite is necessary in Proposition 5.9. It is open whether we can substitute the condition that f~B/R is sum finitely presented. Example 5.10. Let p > 0 be a prime number, R be Z localized at the prime ideal pZ, A = R[ P~/-Y], and I + = ~--]~n P~/TA. By Example 5.5, R/pR --+ A/pA is quasi-smooth, and R As is not quasi-smooth, where S C_ A is the multiplicative set 1 + I +. Let ~ C A be the prime ideal generated by p and I +. Then A~ equals As, so R --+ A~ is not quasi-smooth, but R/pR --+ A~/pAq3 is quasi-smooth. Clearly pA~ C_ rad A~; to see R --+ A~ is flat (it is, in fact, faithfully flat), notice that A is a free R-module on the basis Ya, where a ranges over {~ E Q : m, n _> 0 integers}. 
Theorem 5.11. For R --+ B conormally finite and flat, the following are equivalent. (a) R --+ B is quasi-smooth. (b) For all prime ideals p C_ R, ~(p) -+ B ®R t~(p) is quasi-smooth. (c) For all maximal ideals flit C_ B with p = 9Jr V/R, ~(p) --+ B~/pB~t is quasi-smooth.
consider k[X]/(X 2) --+ k[X]/(X),
which fails to be quasi-smooth by Example 2.20.
THE JACOBIAN CRITERION
In light of Section 1, it is no surprise that the Jacobian matrix gives us a tool for determining quasi-smoothness. Approximately speaking, if t is the minimal number of relations over some polynomial ring, then we will have quasi-smoothness if and only if the Jacobian has an invertible t x t submatrix. The following theorem makes this precise. Proof For "if," applying Theorem 6.1 at every prime of Boo, we get that R --+ B~ is quasismooth for all primes q3 _C B not containing the image of Ga. Since this holds for all a, R --+ B is quasi-smooth. (Certainly R --+ B is conormally finite, and then apply Remark 5.2 and Theorem 4.7.) The last statement of the lemma follows from Theorem 6.1. (Verify that the map from a free module is an isomorphism by checking at all prime ideals.) For "only if," fix a prime ideal ~3 C_ B with ~ = q3 C/A. Select a minimal generating set FT~,... , F~ of (I/I2)~. If I is finitely generated, then the Frj generate I~ by Nakayama's Lemma. Since I/I 2 [resp. I] is finitely generated, find s E A -.Q such that the F. FI,..., Ft) locally factors as a polynomial extension followed by an &ale map, using the terminology of Remark 3.5. Our conclusions are "only if" in the following proposition, "if" being trivial.
Theorem 6.1 (Jacobian Criterion). Let R be a ring, A a localization of R[X~] at a prime ideal, I C_ A an ideal, and B = A/1. Suppose F1,..., Ft in A generate I/I 2. Then the following are equivalent. (a) R --+ B is quasi-smooth and the Fj give minimal generators of l / I 2. ( OFj ~ is a unit of A. (b) There exist indices
Proof. By Theorem 2.17 and Example 2.11, R -+ B is quasi-smooth iff the map d dtA/R : I/I S -+ @~ B dXa is a split injection, where d is induced by F ~ ~ OF dX~.
Assume (b) holds, and consider the following maps, where 7r is projection: B t (~) I/I S d @~ B dX~
Proposition ~.4. Let B be a quotient of a polynomial ring over R by a finitely generated ideal Then R --+ 13 is quasi-smooth if and only if there exist generators Ga of the unit ideal of B such that the following conditions hold for each Ga. The map R --+ Boo factors through some polynomial extension C = R[Xx], where the dXx give a basis of the free B~-module f~n~o/~.
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Further, C -+ Baa is quasi-smooth and f2Ba,/C = O; in fact, for some m, Ba, has the form C[X1, . . ., Xm]/ ( F1, . . . , Fro), with the square m x m Jacobian invertibIe over Bao.
Using the terminology we will introduce in Section 7, taking a smooth map of finite type Zalgebras and changing base, we clearly get a smooth map; further localizing gives an essentially smooth map. The following theorem, which generalizes [EGA, IV.17.7 .9], says, in particular, that all smooth and essentially smooth maps of arbitrary rings arise in this way. Proof. For "further," let so be the product of generators of S. Replace S by {s] : n E N} and apply the theorem. For the main statement, apply Lemma 6.3 to get n and, for 1 < a < n, an integer ta, G~ and H~ in R [X~] , and indices %,1,..., %,t~, and A~,i, • •., A~,~ which satisfy conditions (a) and (b) of Lemma 6.3. We can rewrite these conditions as follows: there exist elements Ja, Kb, L~,b,i,..., La,b,to, in R[X~] s (for 1 < a < n and 1 < b < t) and N > 1, such that both of the following hold in R [X~] [] The remainder of this section will not be used in the later sections. It shows that HB/n, which gives the complement of the quasi-smooth locus, should be defined in the generality of conormally finite maps, or at least for maps satisfying the conditions of Proposition 6.10 below.
Definition 6.6. For R --~ B conorrnallyfinite, let HB/It = {b E B : R --+ Bb is quasi-smooth}.
Proposition 6.7, Suppose R --+ B is a conormaIly finite map. (1) Let X = {primes g3 C_ B : t~ --+ B~ is not quasi-smooth}. Then Hs/R = NVezq3. In particular, HB/R is a radical ideal. (2) For S C B a multiplicative set, HBs/R = (HB/R)S. (3) For g3 C B prime, R -+ BV is quasi-smooth if and only if q3 ~ H B / R.
Proof Using Theorem 4.7, we have b E Hn/R iff for all prime ideals ~3 ___ B not containing b, R --+ B~ is quasi-smooth iff for all ~ E X, b E ~3. Thus we have (1). Note that (2) follows from (1).
For ( [] Remark 6.8. By the proof of Proposition 6.7, (1) and (2) hold if we weaken the hypothesis of R ~ B conormally finite to f2B/R sum finitely presented. However, with such a weakening, Example 5.6 shows that (3) Note that HBs/n can be calculated by using Proposition 6.7(2) and Proposition 6.10.
ESSENTIAL SMOOTHNESS
In this section we will look at how quasi-smoothness relates to flatness, dimension, regular rings, and regular sequences. Except for Corollary 7.8, we can not get our desired results by looking at localizations of finite type maps. We therefore make the following definitions, again following the terminology used by Swan [Sw] . Definition 7.1.
Recall that a map of rings R ~ B is finitely presented/f we can express B = A/I where A = R[Xi] is a polynomial ring infinitely many variables and I is a finitely generated ideal; we say R --+ B is essentially finitely presented if instead we only require A to be a localization of R[X~], or equivalently, that B is a localization of a finitely presented R-algebra.
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We say a map of rings is smooth if it is quasi-smooth and finitely presented, and is essentially smooth/f it is quasi-smooth and essentially finitely presented.
Note that if R --+ B is essentially finitely presented, then it is conormally finite, and also fIB/R is a finitely presented B-module. We begin by recalling those properties about dimension which we will use. Proof (1) can be found in [Matl, 13.B] or [Mat2, Theorem 15 .1], (2) in [Marl, 14.H] , and (3) follows from Noether normalization [Matl, 14.G] . (4) is proved in [Matl, 14.C] , or can be concluded from (1), (2), and (3).
[] In Theorem 7.3, we gather together various results we need. We immediately prove most of the theorem--in particular, all parts will be established for R regular--and will complete the proof at the end of this section.
Theorem 7.3. For t:g --~ B an essentially finitely presented local map of local rings, let k and L be the residuefieIds of R and B, respectively.
(1) a. IfR is Noetherian, then dimB < direR + rankz f~B/R ®B L -tr. deg. Therefore its cokemel, f2B/R ®B L, has rank s -r. Let mA be the maximal ideal of A. We claim the following: for any ideal I' C_ ma, if
k L; if also R --+ B is essentially smooth, then equality holds. b. If R is regular local, then R --+ B is essentially smooth if and only if
dim B = dim R + rankL ~2B/R ®B L -tr. deg. k L. c
. If R is regular local and R -+ B is essentially smooth, then B is regular local. Fix a presentation B = A/(F1,..., Ft), taking A to be a localization of R[X~,..., X~] at a prime ideal, and let r be the rank of the s x t matrix M formed by taking the Jacobian matrix ox~ } and mapping its entries to L. (2) a. Suppose A is Noetherian. Then r < dim A -dim B < t. If also F1 .... , Ft are minimally chosen, then l=g ~ B is essentially smooth if and only if r = dim Adim B = t. b. If R is regular local, then R --+ B is essentially smooth if and only if
Fjl,..., Fj, are contained in I', then they give linearly independent elements of the L-vector space I'/mAI ~. Indeed, otherwise for some a _< r, we would have Fj~ E mAI'+ Y~e#a Fj~A.
Using ~ox~ = G1 oa~ox~ + G2~ we could conclude that the ja-th column of the matrix M is a linear combination of the other jk-th columns, k ~ a, which is a contradiction. The Jaeobian Criterion, Theorem 6.1, gives us (3a), which in turn gives half of (3b); for the other half, suppose R --+ B is essentially smooth. By the claim, Fj~,..., Fj, give linearly independent elements of I/maI. Expand the set to Fjl,..., Fj, which give a basis of I/mAI, for some n > r. By Nakayama's Lemma, Fj~,..., Fj, give a minimal generating set of both I and I/I 2. Since R ~ B is essentially smooth, the Jacobian Criterion tells us that the rank of the matrix M is n, so r = n. But since Fj~,..., Fj, generate I, we conclude B = B0.
We will now show (3e). By the claim above, Fj~,..., Fj, give linearly independent elements of mA/m2A . If R, and thus also A, is regular local, this tells us that B0 is a regular local ring of dimension dim A -r [Mat2, Theorem 14.2], which completes (3e). (lc) follows from (3b) and (3e).
We have also just shown (3c) for R regular local. We will prove the general case at the end of this section, following Theorem 7.14. For now we assume (3c) and finish the theorem. This will establish all parts of the theorem for R regular local and leave only (3c) unfinished for later.
For R Noetherian, we get (3d) by combining (3c), (2c), and dim A = dim R+ s-tr. deg. k L, which comes from Proposition 7.2(4).
To complete (1) and (2), we make the following observations. For A Noetherian, since B is a quotient of/30, dim B < dim B0. We have equality if R --+ B is essentially smooth, by (3b). For R regular local, equality is equivalent to R --+ B being essentially smooth. Indeed, additionally use that B =/3o iff dim B = dim/30, since/30 is a domain by (3e).
For R Noetherian, the previous paragraph gives (la) and (lb) by using (3d) to calculate dim B0. For A Noetherian instead, if we use (3c) to calculate dim B0, we see dim B < dim B0 is equivalent to r < dim A-dim B. This gives (2b) and the first inequality of (2a). To complete (2a), notice that dimA -dirnB < t is standard dimension theory, e.g. use [Matl, 12.H] or [Mat2, Theorem 13.4] . And for F1,..., F~ minimally chosen, use (3b) to conclude that R --+ B is essentially smooth iff r = t.
[] The condition that R is regular local is certainly necessary to conclude essential smoothness in Theorem 7.3(lb),(2b). Indeed, for k = L a field, let R = A = k
[X]/(X 2) and B = R/(X).
Then 0 = r = dim A = dim B = dim R = rankz f~B/R ®B L = tr. deg.k L, but R --+ B is not essentially smooth by Example 2.20. The following corollary links essential smoothness to the older concept of absolutely simple points, which we discussed in Section 1. The first part of (1) follows from Theorem 7.3(lc) (and Proposition 2.4). For the converse, by Theorem 4.7 we may assume B is regular local, so choose bl,..., bdimB which generate the maximal ideal, and then apply (2).
[] Proposition 7.6.
(
1) Afield extension is essentially smooth if and only if it is separably generated. In particular, a finitely generated field extension of a perfect field is essentially smooth. (2) Suppose k is a perfect field and B is any localization of a finite type k-algebra. Then k --+ B is essentially smooth if and only ifB is a regular ring. (3) Suppose k is afield and B is any localization of a finite type k-algebra. Then f~ B /k = 0 if and only if B is a finite product of finite separable field extensions of k. If this is the case, then k --+ B is essentially smooth.
Remark 7.7. Generalizing (1), a field extension is quasi-smooth if and only if it is separable. See [EGA, 0iv.19.6 .1] or [Sw, .
Proof Note that a field extension is finitely generated iff it is an essentially finitely presented ring map. For (1), [Matl, Theorem 59(iii) ] gives that a finitely generated field extension k C L is separably generated iff rankL f~L/k = tr. deg. k L. By Theorem 7.3(lb), this is equivalent to k --+ L being essentially smooth. Each condition of (2) and (3) can be checked at all maximal ideals of B. (Use Theorem 4.7.) So assume B is local, say with maximal ideal 97[. Then (2) follows from Corollary 7.5(1) and (1), above. For (3), if f~B/k = 0, then by using all three parts of Theorem 7.3(1), dim B = 0 = tr. deg. k B/9~, k --+ B is essentially smooth, and B is regular local, thus a domain. So B = B/gY~ is a finite field extension of k, with separability by (1). Conversely, if B is a finite separable field extension of k, then by [Matl, Theorem 59(iii) As we see in the following example, neither Proposition 7.6(3) (taking, below, R to be a field) nor Corollary 7.8 holds if we remove the hypothesis that B is a localization of a finite type algebra, even if R -4 B is conormally finite. .., Y~ generate I, they are part of a regular system of parameters for A, and thus form a regular sequence [Mat2, Theorem 14.2 and Theorem 17.4] . [] Here we recall [Mat2, Corollary to Theorem 22.5] which is proved using the local criteria of flatness. A similar result, which could be used in our applications instead, is [EGA, IV.11.3.8] . .10 to Rp --+ A~ and/~, we get that I~ is generated by elements Yl,.
• -, y~ such that Yl,..., Y~ form an A~a-regular sequence, where "bar" denotes reducing modulo the maximal ideal of Rp. Now Rp --+ A~ is flat, so by Proposition 7.11,/~p -+ B~ is fiat. Since this holds for all primes q3 C_ B, R --+ B is flat.
For an arbitrary essentially smooth map R -+ B, by Theorem 6.5, find a finite type Zsubalgebra R0 c_ R and a smooth map Ro --+ B0 such that B is a localization of B ®no R. As we saw above, R0 --+ B0 is flat, and thus so is R -+ B. This completes (1). (2) is immediate from (1) and Corollary 7.8.
[] Using the terminology in Remark 3.5, (2) in the preceding theorem says that an essentially finitely presented map is 6tale if and only if it is flat and unramified. In (1), note that a quasismooth map may not be flat if it is not essentially finitely presented, even if it is conormally finite, which we see in the following example. For (3), let X be the set of maximal ideals which contain g3, and let g31,..-, ~r be the minimal primes which are not q3. Since B is finite type over a field, g3 = N~exg)~, by [lVlatl, 14.L] Finally, we show (e)=~(a). Let p _C R be prime. Choose P0 C p a minimal prime ideal.
Replacing R --4 B by R/po -4 B/poB and p by P/P0, we may assume without loss of generality that R is a domain and B is equidimensional of dimension n + dim R. We must show that B ®n n(p) = Bp/pBp is equidimensional of dimension n. Suppose 12 C B gives a maximal prime of B ®n n(p). Then Ba/pBo = dim Ba -dim Rp by Proposition 7.2(1), which equals We now begin to compare various authors' definitions of and terminology for smoothness. Recall that we have followed Swan's definitions [Sw] . As we saw in Section 1, Grothendieck defines formal smoothness [EGA, 0w.19.3 .1] for topological algebras--it is our definition of quasi-smoothness, except in the category of topological rings and continuous ring homomorphisms. Our quasi-smoothness for R -~ B corresponds to Grothendieck's formal smoothness when R and B are each given the discrete topology. Grothendieck does not use the term smooth for a ring map.
On the other hand, Matsumura in [Matl] defines formal smoothness as Grothendieck does, but only for adic ring topologies. Then Matsumura defines a ring map to be smooth if it is formally smooth when each ring is given the discrete topology, i.e. our quasi-smooth. (See [Matl, .) In [Mat2] , on the other hand, Matsumura uses the term/-smooth for what in [Matl] is formally smooth, and there 0-smooth corresponds to our quasi-smooth.
Above variations are in terminology, not substance. Before we look at definitions which are more geometric, we need to adapt our definitions and results to geometric language. Although other results carry over, we will only give those we need for this discussion. Note that if X --+ S is locally finitely presented, then for any open affine sets X' C_ X and S' C_ S with f(X') C_ S', t~s(S') -+ ~x(X') is finitely presented [EGA, IV.1.4] . In particular, a map of affine schemes is locally finitely presented iff the corresponding ring map is finitely presented. Also, if X --+ S is locally finitely presented, then f~x/s is a finitely presented sheaf of t~x-modules, which means smoothness is local by Theorem 4.11 and Corollary 4.13. We also wish to mention that we avoid defining the term non-singular, because there is no uniform definition: it can be defined by regularity [H] , smoothness [F] , or in other ways [Mu, p. 232] . We now have the language for the following results. Proposition 8.7, Let X --4 S be a locally finitely presented scheme map.
Definition 8.6. A map of schemes f : X --4 S is locally finitely presented if there exists an open affine cover {X,~} of X and open affine sets {S~} of S such that for all o~, f(X~) C S~ and 8s(S~) -4 @x(X~) is a finitely presented map of rings. A map X --+ S is
( 
1) X --+ S is smooth if and only if X is covered by open affine sets U satisfying all of the following. The image of U is contained in an open affine set of S, and restricted to U, X --4 S equals the composition of smooth maps U --4 S
Jacobian matrix ~, oxl ] is an invertible matrix over @x (U). (2) Iff~x/s = O, then X --+ S is smooth if and only if it is flat.
Proof. Reduce to a map of affine schemes by Theorem 4.11. Then (1) follows from Proposition 6.4, and (2) Let us now look at other definitions of smoothness of a map of schemes. As we saw in Section 1, Grothendieck's definition for a map of schemes to be formally smooth exactly corresponds to our definition for quasi-smooth; his definition of a scheme map being smooth is identical to ours, i.e. additionally requiring locally finitely presented. So by omitting "formal," he adds the condition of locally finitely presented [EGA, IV. 17.1.1 and IV. 17.3 .1 ]. Matsumura, by contrast, omits "formal" to indicate giving each ring the discrete topology, as we saw above; this is consistent with his definition of formally projective [Matl, 29.B] . It is to avoid this confusion we have used Swan's term quasi-smooth.
In [AK] , Altman and Kleiman's definitions assume all schemes are locally Noetherian and maps are locally finite type (which for Noetherian schemes is equivalent to locally finitely presented). They begin by defining an unramified map, showing their definition is equivalent to the sheaf of differentials being zero. Then they define a map to be &ale if it is fiat and unramified. Using Proposition 8.7(2), this is equivalent to the map being smooth with sheaf of differentials zero. Finally, they define a map to be smooth if it locally factors as an 6tale map followed by a polynomial map; this is equivalent to smoothness by Proposition 8.7(1). See [AK, (VI, 3.1, 3.3, 4 .1) and (VII, 1.1)]; also see Remark 3.5 and Corollary 3.6.
In [Mu] , Mumford defines a map f : X --+ S of schemes (which, unnecessarily; are assumed to be separated) to be smooth of relative dimension n if for every x E X, we can find schemes making the following diagram commute, where all horizontal maps indicate open immersions, x E U, and evaluating the Jacobian matrix \ ox~ } at the field k(x) gives a matrix of rank t. [X1, ..., Xn+~]/(F1, ..., Ft) S "¢ )V c -Spec R Certainly any map satisfying Mumford's definition is locally finitely presented, so by Corollary 4.13, we can check smoothness at each point of X. By the Jacobian Criterion, Theorem 6.1, a map satisfying Mumford's definition is smooth, and by Proposition 8.7(1), a smooth map satisfies Mumford's definition for smooth of relative dimension n, though n may not be the same 92 M. Maltenfort at all points--it is the rank of the locally free sheaf f2XlS at the point x. So for X connected, X -+ S is smooth if and only if it satisfies Mumford's definition, and the n which appears is the rank of f2x/s.
X "~, )U c ~SpecR
Hartshome [H] and Fulton [F] have definitions which are similar to one another. In both cases, smoothness is only defined for maps of schemes of finite type over a field (which are, in particular, locally finitely presented). For such a map f : X -+ S, Hartshome defines f to be smooth of relative dimension n if (i) f is flat, (ii) for all irreducible components X' _ X and S' _C S such that f(X') C_ S', we have dimX' = n + dimS', and (iii) for each point x E X, rankk(~) f2x/s ®ax k(x) = n. Fulton, on the other hand, defines f to be smooth of relative dimension n if (i) f is flat, (ii) for all closed irreducible W C S, f-l(W) is equidimensional of dimension n + dim W, and (iii) Dx/s is a locally free sheaf of rank n. All these conditions can be checked over affine open sets, as can smoothness, by Theorem 4.11. In both Hartshorne's and Fulton's definitions, because f is assumed flat, condition (ii) is equivalent to requiring all fibers to be equidimensional of dimension n. Indeed, apply Proposition 8.5 (e)c*(c)e:~(a). With this reformulation, by Theorem 8.4, these definitions are identical to Mumford's, i.e. smooth with n = rank f~x/s. Note that either Hartshome's or Fulton's definition would be improved by substituting for (ii) that all fibers are equidimensional of dimension n, because then the definition would be valid for all locally finitely presented maps.
We end by correcting an error which Mumford makes in Theorem 31 [Mu, Iff.10] , which states that a finite type map of schemes is smooth of relative dimension n if and only if it is flat and its geometric fibers are disjoint unions of n-dimensional non-singular varieties. To avoid Mumford's definition of non-singularity, which is an unnecessary aside, let us note that at the beginning of the proof of Theorem 31 , Mumford shows that geometric fibers are unions of non-singular varieties if and only if they are smooth. So, using our terminology, Theorem 3 I states that a finite type map of schemes is smooth with sheaf of differentials having rank n if and only if it is flat and its geometric fibers are smooth and equidimensionai of dimension n. (We use Theorem 8.4 to get that each connected component, being smooth over a field, is itself equidimensional.)
As stated, the theorem is not true, even on affine schemes. Here is a map which is finite type and flat with smooth geometric fibers, but which is not smooth. Let R n and a be as in Example 4.8 and consider R A -~ Rh/a. For all prime ideals p C_ R A, (RA/a)~ = R/~ or (RA/a)~ = 0, so this map is flat and its geometric fibers are algebraically identity maps or maps into the zero ring, either of which is smooth. However, the map, though quasi-smooth (by Example 2.20), is not smooth, because as mentioned earlier in this section, Mumford's definition of smooth, like ours, implies a finitely presented map, but R A -+ RA/a fails to be finitely presented since a is not finitely generated. This also gives a counterexample to Mumford's Theorem 3, which is the special case of Theorem 3' with n = 0.
The error in Mumford's proof is an unstated assumption that the base scheme is locally Noetherian, an assumption he uses when applying the lemma which appears at the end of the proof. Rather than adding this assumption, a better way to fix Theorem 3' (and Theorem 3) is to replace the assumption of finite type with locally finitely presented (which, in fact, holds for finite type maps with locally Noetherian base schemes). Indeed, this result would follow from Theorem 8.8.
We should also note that neither Theorem 31 nor Theorem 3 can be fixed by replacing smooth with quasi-smooth--Example 7.13 gives a finite type map which is quasi-smooth and not flat, and which has module of differentials equal to zero.
